Service Description Internet All in One 20 Mbit/s dedicated:
Access to the Internet is provided over a high-speed data network (gigabit network) available at
Messe Wien and a high-performance, redundant connection to two different providers.
A controller-based Cisco Wi-Fi is in operation at Messe Wien, and the entire venue is
comprehensively served by Cisco Wi-Fi access points of the newest generation. Due to the
nature of Wi-Fi technology, however, limitations may result from booth structures or interfering
signals. The Wi-Fi frequency range is license-free and is also used for other purposes
(Bluetooth, radio microphones), and we can therefore make no guarantees with respect to the
lack of interference.
With “Internet All in One 20 Mbit/s dedicated” you get an individual SSID and a belonging
WPA2-Key. In the Package included is a Wi-Fi Access-Point and a 16-port switch for
connecting up to 15 PCs. There is a private IP address allocation via DHCP, fair use download
volume, dedicated channels within the 5GHz band.
With additional network switches (not included in this package), up to 250 computers can be
connected.
All to the Wi-Fi network and to the switch connected devices share the total bandwidth of 20
Mbit/s.
You need either a 5GHz Wi-Fi-capable device, then activate Wi-Fi on the device, select the
network
SSID, enter the WPA2-Key on request, start a browser, open any page (e.g.
www.kapsch.net), and surf away, or a computer which you connect via network cable to the
switch, at the computer start also an Internet browser (e.g. www.kapsch.net) and surf away. (In
both cases in the Internet settings, DHCP should be configured and the proxy deactivated)
__________________________________________________________________________
You can also buy this product.
Insofar products are being on offer to the Customer, Customer is authorized to buy the
products. In case Customer does not restitute the products that have been handed over to him
at the agreed time latest, the parties agree into a buying agreement regarding the handed over
products without further statement. In this case Kapsch BusinessCom AG is entitled to charge
the buying fee using the entered credit card data. We formally point out that the entered credit
card data shall be recorded by our accounting partner for up to 12 months.
Listprice access-point and 16-port network switch: € 1499,— incl. Tax.

